Worksheet 7. Verbs: Everyday activities

Cross out the incorrect word.

1. A pilot (flies / drives) a plane.
2. An astronaut (travels / swims) in space.
3. You use a parachute when you (climb / jump) out of an airplane.
4. An artist (draws / sings) pictures.
5. A violinist (plays / touches) the violin.
6. A glass (fixes / breaks) when it falls on the floor.
7. A mechanic (fixes / breaks) a car.
8. Mothers (sing / speak) songs to their babies.
9. Babies (walk / crawl) before they (walk / crawl).
10. In football, you (break / kick) the ball with your foot.

11. In baseball, a player (hits / kicks) the ball with a bat.
12. In baseball, one player (throws / brings) the ball to another player. The other player (finds / catches) the ball.